Here’s the thing about running: If
you never run fast, you’ll never get
faster. So if you’re trying to improve
your running performance, smash a
new personal best, or spice up your usual
training, then it’s time to incorporate
speedwork into your routine.
“Speedwork” is a catch-all term for several different types of running workouts.
“Running at goal race pace, track repeats,
tempo runs, striders, fartleks—they all fit
into the ‘speed’ category of training,” says
Elizabeth Corkum, a USATF-certified run
coach at Precision Run in New York City.
But to keep it simple: “Any running
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that’s faster than your current tempo
(steady-state) can be classified as speedwork,” adds John Honerkamp, running
coach and former head coach at New York
Road Runners.
However you do it, speedwork is
important because it can improve your
form and efficiency at all paces. “It
recruits and develops fast-twitch muscle
fiber, builds muscle, elevates heart rate,
and increases calorie burn,” Corkum
says. The increased effort makes you
uncomfortable, forcing you to change
your breath, stride, and effort. “Both
steady-state runs and speedwork help
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build a stronger running engine anaerobically and aerobically,” Honerkamp says.
“Speed training helps your body get better
at supplying oxygen to your muscles in a
more efficient way,” which will help you
improve at any distance.
Increasing your speed—even if it’s just
for a one- or two-minute push—is also the
ticket to getting more fit when you hit a
plateau. “To see progress, you need to
keep subjecting your body to a stimulus
it isn’t used to, in this case, faster speeds,”
explains Matt Lee, Ph.D., certified exercise physiologist and a professor of kinesiology at San Francisco State University.
“You gradually overload the body with
speed, let it adapt, then overload it a little
more, let it adapt, and so on.”
Before you know it, you’ll see your
numbers start to drop over time. “Flirting
with faster paces during interval training
and other speed workouts will get you
to faster results over time and help you
break through,” Honerkamp says.
Aside from the physical benefits, you’ll
gain mental benefits as well, since pushing the pace trains your brain as much as
your body, fostering mental toughness
for future runs.
Adding in speedwork just one to two
days a week can yield huge benefits—
especially if you’re new to it. (Just give
your body one to two days to recover
before your next high-stress workout.)
Try one of these four speed workouts—
two for beginners and two for advanced
runners—and watch how quickly you pick
up the pace.

THE BEST
SHOES FOR
SPEEDWORK
Try one of these quick
picks from the Runner’s
World Test Team.

1 / SKECHERS
GORUN RAZOR 3
HYPER / $140

4 / SAUCONY
KINVARA 11 / $110

2 / HOKA ONE ONE
RINCON / $115

5 / REEBOK
FLOATRIDE RUN
FAST 2.0 / $140

3 / NIKE ZOOM
PEGASUS TURBO 2
/ $180

6 / NEW
BALANCE FUELCELL
REBEL / $120

SPEED WORKOUTS
Running coaches Elizabeth Corkum and John Honerkamp share their favorite workouts below. To
do them, find a local track, straight road, or open path where you can perform each interval. One
lap on a standard track is 400 meters or about 0.25 mile. If you don’t know your paces, go off of
rate of perceived exertion (RPE): On a scale of 1 to 10, 1 is walking and 10 is an all-out sprint effort
you can only hold for about 30 seconds.

BEGINNER

STRIDERS
“I usually start runners new
to speedwork with striders,”
or short bursts of speed,”
Corkum says. “Speedwork is
high stress, so striders are a
short taste of that stress. Like
anything new to the body,
diving into the deep end too
often increases injury risk.”

400 REPEATS
“400 repeats help ease a
runner into intervals,” Honerkamp says. If you don’t know
your 5K or 10K paces, go off
effort and build speed as you
become more comfortable.

TIRED-LEG

ADVANCED

TRAINING
“This workout ends with faster
paces than the bulk of the
workout, teaching the runner
to find that next gear while
tired,” Corkum says. That said,
she warns it’s intense and these
short recoveries should not be
underestimated.

RELAXED
SPEEDWORK
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“Ease into the first two intervals
to warm up,” says Honerkamp.
“And pretend you have two
more intervals on the last one.
You don’t need to go out too
fast or all-out at the end. Stay
relaxed throughout.”

WARM UP
• 10 minutes at warmup pace
(3 to 4 RPE)
• 20 meters or 30 reps of
dynamic drills: High Knees /
Butt Kicks / Skips / Side
Shuffles / Squats
• 10 minutes running
(5 to 6 RPE)

SPEED UP
• 20 seconds of striders
(9 to 10 RPE)
• 30 to 40 seconds of
recovery jogging or walking
• Repeat 4 to 6 times
COOL DOWN
• 10 minutes easy
recovery jog (RPE 3)

WARM UP
• 1 to 2 miles at easy
pace (3 to 4 RPE)
• 20 meters or 30 reps of
dynamic drills: High Knees /
Butt Kicks / Skips / Side
Shuffles / Squats

SPEED UP
• 400 meters at 5K or 10K
pace (7 to 8 RPE)
• 2 minutes rest or walk
• Repeat 8 times
COOL DOWN
• 1 to 2 miles jogging (RPE 3)

WARM UP
• 1 mile at easy pace (3 to 4
RPE)
• 20 meters or 30 reps of
dynamic drills: High Knees /
Butt Kicks / Skips / Side
Shuffles / Squats
SPEED UP
• 600 meters at 5K goal pace

(8 RPE)
• 200 meters recovery jog
• Repeat 8 times
• 200 meters at mile pace
(9 RPE)
• 200 meters recovery jog
• Repeat 4 times
COOL DOWN
• 1 mile recovery jog (RPE 3)

WARM UP
• 1 to 2 miles at easy pace
(3 to 4 RPE)
• 20 meters or 30 reps of
dynamic drills: High Knees /
Butt Kicks / Skips / Side
Shuffles / Squats

SPEED UP
• 1,000 meters at 5K goal
pace (8 RPE)
• 2:30 rest or walk
• Repeat 5 times
COOL DOWN
• 1 to 2 miles easy
recovery jog (RPE 3)

Take your speedwork to the next level with our Run Faster 30-Day Cross-Training Program.
Created by Christopher Lee, Head Strength Trainer for pro running team Tinman Elite, it consists of
four workouts per week, strategically designed to build strength, boost speed, and increase power in
just one month. Sample the workouts at runnersworld.com/run-faster or get the entire program on
the All Out Studio app: Use code Run50 to save 50% off your first month.
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